GET EQUIPPED WITH ARIPACK
BROOKLYN, NY, 2020 – Packaging & Equipment Provider, Aripack, announces their exclusive North
American partnerships with Italy based Packaging Machinery Manufacturers Miele and Laferpack.
Miele specializes in the construction of Vertical Form Fill & Seal machines while Laferpack specializes in
Horizontal Form Fill & Seal machines. Both Miele and Laferpack produce a wide range of customized,
high-end, state-of-the-art machines for the food industry.
Aripack works directly with customers providing expertise in machine consultation, installation, training,
and service to ensure the highest customer satisfaction. Offering direct sales, financing and a unique
machine-packaging program, Aripack works with each customer to meet their specific needs.
“Our new normal brings new possibilities, and automation and innovation will be needed more than
ever before. “Packaging Above & Beyond” says it all, and we think of ourselves as a one-stop-shop for
your packaging and equipment needs” – Isak Bengiyat, Aripack CEO
“The Miele vertical bagger has helped our operation output and cost with its high speed and ease of use.
Our technicians are impressed by its features and capabilities. The Aripack team made it simple by
managing integration of secondary equipment and providing on-site support and training during
commissioning. We recommend Aripack and Miele for your vertical bagger needs.” – Allen Benz, Snack
Innovations
ABOUT ARIPACK
Since 2001, Aripack, Inc. has been providing custom-made flexible and rigid packaging materials for a
wide variety of companies and industries in the North American market, including many food and
beverage companies such as Wise, Godiva, Flipz, Turtles, Lesser Evil, Ricola, Fruit Bliss, Cuisine Solutions,
Mayorga Organics Coffee, and more. Aripack is a packaging provider of Flexible and Rigid packaging
across various markets including Snacks, Confectionary, Pet Food, Dairy and Bakery and the exclusive
supplier of new Sustainable NEO Plastics Packaging.
With headquarters in Brooklyn, NY, and offices in Italy, Turkey and China, they offer end to end
packaging solutions.
For more information and a full list of services, visit them online at Aripack.com.
Contact:
info@aripack.com
(800) 214-7331
(718) 398-4850
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